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Introduction
In 2002, I transitioned from strictly a writer and editor to a marketing and communications
professional. Since then, I have grown with the marketing times. Social media and email
marketing was just coming into play when I was working in the publishing industry, so I
learned from the ground up how to develop campaigns and incorporate the ever-growing
channels before there were platforms to help us do all these things so easily.
I have said that I’ve never had a job where I didn’t learn something new. That something new
usually involved a new marketing channel, a new marketing platform, a new marketing
trend, or some new technology that revolutionized how we communicate.
When I develop marketing campaigns, I approach it from a well-seasoned, integrated
perspective. I’m skilled at seeing the big picture and how best to speak to various audiences
using multiple channels.
I also know that consistent branding can do half the work for you. You can learn more about
that on the Design & Video section of my website. And while writing may be where I
started, I have seen the exponential growth that video content can create, so whenever
possible, I try to include video.
My areas of expertise in marketing include:
• Marketing strategy & budgeting
• Digital marketing campaigns (email, social media and websites)
• Integrated marekting (traditional and digital)
• Content marketing (being a writer and editor helps)
• Account-based marketing
• Marketing automation
I have included a few examples of marketing campaigns on the following pages.

Section One

Hemophilia of Georgia

Virtual Camp Wannaklot Campaign
Hemophilia of Georgia has strict HIPAA policies, which limited how and when I could
market to clients. I was able to implement a campaign, however, when our in-person
summer camp was shifted to a virtual camp due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Social media, particularly Facebook, had always been the organization’s primary point of
contact with clients. There was more engagement and response from social campaigns than
any other digital marketing effort. Direct mail was also very successful.
I developed a small campaign that ran for about a month and a half prior to the first day of
camp. Most of the details had not been ironed out at the time, but the campaign included:
•

emails

•

a social media campaign on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram

•

a few direct mail pieces mailed directly from the Camp Director

•

a landing page on our website providing the details of how virtual camp would
work, including a preview video of activities

•

internal communications to our outreach nurses and social workers explaining
virtual camp and providing links to the landing page so they could share while
interacting one-on-one with clients

A few of the marketing items used in the campaign are shown on the following page. The
campaign continued throughout the week of camp to encourage engagement. I’ve included
some of the posts from the event, as well.
As a one-person marketing team, I wrote, designed and deployed all of the materials for the
campaign.

Section Two

Ingenious Med

Right Side of Healthcare Tour Campaign
In late March of 2016, the Ingenious Med CEO was given permission by the board to conduct
a “Right Side of Healthcare Tour,” which had been a dream of his for more than 5 years.
However, the tour was going to kick off on May 1, and the marketing team had not been
included in the discussions with the board. That meant we had to educate the 150-plus
employees on the campaign, how to drive the van, and develop and implement an entire
marketing campaign in less than a month.
This campaign was truly a team effort, so I cannot take full credit for it. However, it was my
responsibility to bring together our small team of four and brainstorm, formalize a plan, and
begin development of the campaign. I wrote the plan and presented it to the executive suite,
and once it was approved, I developed the initial press release and wrote all content.
We were able to develop a very good campaign given we had no budget allocated to this tour
and very little time to implement. Overall the project included:
•

•

an internal communications program:
•

internal newsletter articles

•

employee kick-off luncheon/picnic

•

trivia and other games to encourage staff and to explain the purpose

•

team t-shirts and swag

an external marketing campaign:
•

a fully wrapped Mercedes-Benz luxury van

•

a tour kick-off press release

•

email blasts throughout the campaign

•

a social media campaign

•

thought leadership pieces

•

promotion at trade shows and other industry events

I’ve provided a few highlights from both the internal and external efforts on the following
pages.

Internal Campaign

External Campaign

Kick-off Video: https://vimeo.com/187665779

Section Three

JLL

Research Campaign
JLL (formerly Jones Lang LaSalle) is a global commercial real estate firm that is known for
its market research. In fact, in 2013, the Southeast US region had been awarded the top
research group in the country for the second year in a row.
While we knew the research was good, we rarely promoted it. After receiving recognition a
second time, we developed a year-long campaign to promote our market research and
highlight key reports in each submarket throughout the year. I met with the head of research
and developed a schedule of all key reports and when they would be released. We then
identified key reports to highlight with events.
We targeted industry-specific e-publications, as well as clients and prospects. The campaign
included:
•

digital advertising in targeted publications

•

featured content on regional websites

•

social media campaigns, which involved in-house training of brokers and staff on
how to share content

•

email campaigns specifically from our brokers, property managers, and other key
players to clients and prospects

•

press releases with accompanying events where media were invited

•

internal newsletters and intranet posts to inform executives, brokers, property
managers, and other key staff about when new reports were released and being
promoted online

I was responsible for all written content. The design was performed by our in-house
designer. Highlights of the campaign are on the following pages

